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Interviewer Impressions

All remaining questions should be coded by the RA. DO NOT ask the PC the following questions.

1. Did the respondent seem: (code all that apply)
   - 01. Annoyed
   - 02. Nervous
   - 03. Bored
   - 04. Afraid
   - 05. Relaxed
   - 06. Interested
   - 07. Neutral
   - 08. Curious
   - 09. Cooperative
   - 10. Confused
   - 11. Other

1A. [Code]
   - 95 / 96 / 98

1B. [Code]
   - 95 / 96 / 98

1C. [Code]
   - 95 / 96 / 98

1D. [Code]
   - 95 / 96 / 98

1E. [Code]
   - 95 / 96 / 98

2. Using the scale below, make your best assessment of the participant’s likelihood of participating next year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>little likelihood of participating</td>
<td>great likelihood of participating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. [Code]
   - 1P2

3. Please explain the reason for your assessment:
   (NOT CODED/DECODED)

   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________

4. Using the scale below, make your best assessment of the difficulty we will have in locating this individual next year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>little likelihood of locating this person</td>
<td>great likelihood of locating this person</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   5 = DU   6 = REF   7 = NAP   8 = DK   9 = NA

4. [Code]
   - 1P4
6. In what language was the interview conducted?

01. English 
02. Spanish 
03. Polish 
04. In more than one language
(SPECIFY) _______________________[6A]  
05. In English with help from someone else
(SPECIFY) _______________________[6B] 

7. Was communication with the PC impaired in any way due to language issues?

1. Yes Go to Q7A
2. No Go to Q8

7A. Please describe.

( NOT CODED/DROPPED )

Problems during Interview

8. Were there any problems during the interview due to the presence of others?

1. Yes Go to Q9
2. No Go to Q10

9. Please describe.

( NOT CODED/DROPPED )

5 = DU  6 = REF  7 = NAP  8 = DK  9 = NA
10. Were there any other problems during the interview?  
   1. Yes  Go to Q11  
   2. No  Go to Q12

11. Please describe.  
   (NOT CODED/DROPPED)

12. In your judgment, how well did the PC understand most questions in the interview?  
   1. PC understood most questions well  
   2. PC could not understand some questions  
   3. PC could not understand many questions  
   4. PC understood very few questions

13. In your judgment, how cooperative was the PC?  
   01. Very cooperative/made effort to provide complete accurate answers  
   02. Somewhat cooperative/answered most questions thoughtfully  
   03. Not cooperative/rushed through interview/showed little interest  
   04. Uncooperative/refused many items  
   05. Hostile/Breakoff

14. PC's interaction with the interviewer  
   A. PC introduces visitor to *****  
   B. PC's speech is distinct, clear, and audible to interviewer  
   C. PC appears to readily understand the interviewer's questions  
   D. PC expresses ideas freely and easily and uses statements of appropriate length  
   E. PC violates rules of common courtesy  
   F. PC initiates verbal interchanges with visitor, asks questions, makes spontaneous comments.

5 = DU  6 = REF  7 = NAP  8 = DK  9 = NA
15. **PC-child interaction**

A. PC's voice conveys positive feeling when speaking of or to *****  
B. PC answers *****'s questions or requests verbally  
C. PC spontaneously praises *****'s behavior or qualities twice during visit  
D. PC caresses, kisses, or cuddles ***** once during visit  
E. PC helps ***** demonstrate some achievement during visit or mentions a particular skill, strength, or achievement.  
F. PC encourages ***** to contribute to the conversation during visit.  
G. PC shows some positive emotional responses to praise of ***** by visitor.  
H. PC talks twice to ***** during visit (beyond correction and introduction).  
I. PC uses some term of endearment or some diminutive for *****'s name when talking about or to him/her at least twice during visit.  
J. PC scolds, derogates or criticizes ***** once  
K. PC scolds, derogates or criticizes ***** more than once  
L. PC shouts at ***** during visit  
M. PC expresses overt annoyance with or hostility toward ***** --complains, describes him/her as "bad", says he won't mind, etc  
N. PC slaps or spanks ***** during visit.  
O. PC slaps or spanks other family member during visit.

16. [Age cohort 00 only]

A. PC responds to subject's vocalizations with a vocal or verbal response  
B. PC tends to keep subject within visual range and looks at her/him often  
C. PC tells subject the name of some object during the visit or says the name or a person or object in a teaching style
17. What is the gender of subject? [1 = male, 2 = female]

18. What is the birthdate of the subject?

[Blank boxes for month, day, year]

19. What age cohort is this subject in? [00, 03, 06, 09, 12, 15]

20. Is this a multiple subject household?

1. Yes Go to Q 21
2. No Go to Q 23

21. Is this PC reporting on subjects other than ****?

1. Yes Go to Q 22
2. No Go to Q 23

22. What other subjects is this PC reporting on?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age cohort</th>
<th>&quot;Other Subject&quot; ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. name:</td>
<td>IP22A-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. name:</td>
<td>IP22B-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. name:</td>
<td>IP22C-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. name:</td>
<td>IP22D-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Age cohort options: 00, 03, 06, 09, 12, 15
23. How would you describe the dwelling unit?

01. Single family home
02. Two flat
03. Three flat
04. Multi-unit low rise (i.e., courtyard or apartment building)
05. Multi-unit high rise (i.e., condo or apartment complex)
06. Other (specify) ____________________________ [23A]

24. Is the dwelling unit private or public housing?

1. Private
2. Public -- CHA
3. Public -- type unknown (i.e., partially or fully subsidized)
Physical Environment: Interior of Home

25. House or apartment is free of potentially dangerous structural or health hazards. (exposed outlets, broken windows, windows without screens or guards, leaking radiator, pots hanging over edge of stove)  
   [1. Yes 2. No]  □ 7

26. House or apartment has at least 100 square feet of living space per person.  □ 7

27. House or apartment is clean; all visible rooms of the home are reasonably clean and minimally cluttered.  □ 7

28. In terms of available floor space, the rooms are not overcrowded with furniture.  □ 7

29. The interior of the house or apartment is not dark or perceptually monotonous.  □ 7

30. House or apartment has at least two pictures or other types of artwork on the walls.  □ 7

31. House or apartment is not overly noisy - from noise in the house. (television, shouts of children, radio)  □ 7

32. House or apartment is not overly noisy - from noise outside the house. (train, cars, people, music)  □ 7

33. There are no obvious signs of recent alcohol or non-prescription drug consumption in the home. (drug paraphernalia, beer cans, liquor bottles)  □ 7

5 = DU  6 = REF  7 = NAP  8 = DK  9 = NA
Physical Environment: Exterior of Home

34. Day of week

- 01. Monday
- 02. Tuesday
- 03. Wednesday
- 04. Thursday
- 05. Friday
- 06. Saturday
- 07. Sunday

35. Time of day:  

35A. Entered home: __ : ___ AM PM

35B. Left home: __ : ___ AM PM

36. Street Layout:

- 01. Through - straight
- 02. Through - curved
- 03. H-layout
- 04. T-layout
- 05. L-layout
- 06. Cul-de-sac
- 07. Boulevard
- 08. Divided Highway
- 09. Other ____________________________

______________________________ [36A]

37. How would you characterize the land use on this face-block, based on street-level frontage?

- 01. Primarily residential
- 02. Primarily commercial
- 03. Mixed residential and commercial
- 04. Primarily industrial
- 05. Primarily vacant houses
- 06. Primarily vacant lots and open space
- 07. Primarily services or institutions
- 08. Primarily park, playground
- 09. Other ____________________________

______________________________ [37A]

5 = DU 6 = REF 7 = NAP 8 = DK 9 = NA
38. How would you rate the general condition of most of the housing units or other buildings in the face-block?

1. Well kept, good repair
2. Fair condition
3. Poor condition (peeling paint, broken windows)
4. Badly deteriorated

39. Do any of the fronts of residential or commercial units have metal security blinds, gates, or iron bars or grills?

1. None
2. Some
3. At least half
4. Most

40. How would you rate the volume of traffic on the face-block?

01. No traffic permitted
02. Very light
03. Light
04. Moderate
05. Heavy
06. Very heavy

41. How would you rate the condition of the street in the face-block?

1. Very good - recent resurfacing, smooth
2. Moderate - evidence kept in good repair
3. Fair - minor repairs needed, but not rough surface
4. Poor - potholes and other evidence of neglect

42. Is there garbage, litter, or broken glass (except beer/liquor bottles) in the street or on the sidewalk (including around the dwelling unit and neighboring houses)?

1. None, or almost none
2. Yes, but not a lot
3. Yes, quite a bit
4. Yes, just about everywhere

5 = DU 6 = REF 7 = NAP 8 = DK 9 = NA
43. Are there drug-related paraphernalia, condoms, beer or liquor containers or packaging, cigarette butts or discarded cigarette packages in the street or on the sidewalk?

1. None, or almost none
2. Yes, but not a lot
3. Yes, quite a bit
4. Yes, just about everywhere

44. Are there children playing on the sidewalks or in the street of the face-block?

1. No children visible, or all in yards
2. Yes, one or two children
3. Yes, three or more children

45. Are there any adults or teenagers in the street or on the sidewalk arguing, fighting, drinking, or behaving in any kind of hostile or threatening way?

1. No persons observed in the street or sidewalk
2. None observed behaving in hostile way
3. Yes, one or two behaving in a hostile manner
4. Yes, three or more behaving in a hostile manner

46. How did you feel parking, walking, or waiting at the door in the face-block?

01. Very comfortable: can imagine living/working/shopping here
02. Comfortable: it seems to be a safe and friendly place
03. Fairly safe and comfortable
04. I would be uncomfortable living/working/shopping here
05. I felt afraid for my personal safety

47. This interview was:

1. Completed in its entirety
2. Discontinued

1. Go to Q 49
2. Go to Q 48

5 = DU 6 = REF 7 = NAP 8 = DK 9 = NA
48. This interview was discontinued because:

1. The PC could not understand the questions (Explain)

[48B]

2. Some other reason (Specify)

[48A]